todd + christa

christa at a glance:
EDUCATION:

Bachelor’s of Arts, Russian Studies
Master’s Degree in Education,
Mathematics
Master’s Degree of Art,
Mathematics
OCCUPATION: STEM Teacher
HOBBIES: Art, collecting vintage
fashion magazines, hiking and
dancing

about us

HER FAVORITES:
COLOR: Gold
FOOD: Sweet Potatoes

We had our first date at a small cafe in Tennessee. Christa thought
it was the best date she’d ever had – simple, easy, relaxing, the
perfect start to a relationship. That’s how things continued for us:
casual and smooth. We hung out, watched movies, and went on
dates for coffee and to the library. We have now been together
for seven years and married for two. Our life today continues to
be just as pleasant. We still love movies and watch the Wheel
of Fortune every evening. We like to hike, travel, attend festivals
in our neighborhood and we just enjoy spending time together.
Christa is a middle school STEM Teacher (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics), and Todd works as an Information
Technology Analyst. We both really enjoy the work we do and
have both been in our jobs for about 11 years. We feel stronger
than ever in our relationship and in life and we’d love more than
anything to share it with a child.

TV SHOW: Will & Grace
VACATION: Exploring new cities
HOLIDAY: Halloween
CHILDHOOD MEMORY:
Swimming at the community pool
every summer
BOOK: Alice in Wonderland
by Lewis Carroll

todd at a glance:
EDUCATION:
Bachelor’s Degree, History

OCCUPATION:
Information Technology Analyst
HOBBIES: Reading, hiking, football
and spending time with Christa

HIS FAVORITES:
COLOR: Blue
FOOD: Pizza
TV SHOW: Master Chef
VACATION: Enjoying the sun at
the beach
HOLIDAY: Thanksgiving
CHILDHOOD MEMORY:
Sunday family dinners
Helicopter tour in Maui, Hawaii

Ponce de Leon fresh water spring in Florida

BOOK: A Fraction of the Whole,
a novel by Steve Toltz

our home

We live in a small, very family friendly neighborhood
and have been here for the past five years. We
have a 13-year old Boston Terrier named Happy
who is super sweet and sleeps all day. There are
many school age children in our area because
our public-school district is one of the top five in
the state. It is absolutely loaded with kid-friendly
stuff: swimming/tennis clubs, sewing school, hiking
trails, and a park with sports fields. It is a wonderful
place to raise children. There is an immense sense
of community here which we love!

Todd in
helicopter-ready
to see Maui

Christa’s exercise break
with Happy

On vacation in Oahu, Hawaii

Christa at Bird’s Nest in Beijing, China

ABOUT

ABOUT

todd

christa

In his own words: I am a bit of an introvert: I

In her own words: I have a bubbly personality.

feel very comfortable with family and friends, but
Christa encourages me get outside my comfort
zone and shows me that a little vulnerability can
lead to wonderful new friendships. When I do get
to know people, I’m a loyal friend. My brain works
in a very systematic and organized way which, I
think, is what makes me good at my job, as an
IT Analyst. Outside of work, I do a lot of reading,
watching football/baseball on TV and cooking/
grilling to relax.

I love to meet new people and spend time getting
to know them. After college, I lived in Moscow,
Russia for two years and adored it. I overcame
learning disabilities to tackle the Russian language
and two degrees in mathematics. Currently
applying my creative nature as a middle school
Science Technology Engineering Mathematics
(STEM) teacher: showing my students the
importance of math in everyday life. In my spare
time I enjoy crafting, specifically collage and I
collect vintage Vogue magazines.

In Christa’s words:

In some ways, we are
opposites. I have big feelings, and Todd, who
grew up with brothers, is more reserved. Todd is a
calming and very predictable presence. He takes
a logical, goal-oriented approach to things. Todd
makes me more aware of the practicalities of
life. I tend to dive straight into things, whereas he
has a more measured approach. We it comes to
choosing the right path or making big decisions
we make a great pair.

In Todd’s words: People just feel comfortable
with Christa! She has a bright and outgoing
personality, but she is also caring and genuine.
Perhaps the best word to describe her is vivacious.
She is always, striking up conversations and
getting know people wherever we visit. She loves
to explore new events and new places. I let her
lead and tag along for the ride.

Shannon and Todd’s younger brother Dave

Todd’s Dad, Todd and family friend Mabry at cookout

Christa’s niece Desi and her husband in Florida

our family + friends
Christa: I grew up in the orange groves of Florida, with my
father and older sister. My sister and I enjoyed playing dressup and taking Sunday afternoon trips to the Walmart snack
bar for nachos. Currently, my father and stepmother are
living in Florida. My sister Ana and her family live in California.
Todd and I visit my family as much as possible. When I was
15, I earned a full scholarship to a boarding school in Boston,
moved away from home and relocated to Georgia to live
with my Aunt. I was lucky to have the support of my sister and
Aunt as maternal figures throughout my life.
Todd: I grew up in a more traditional family: the middle child
of three boys. This year, my parents are celebrating their 50th
anniversary! They made sure all three of went to college.
My older brother, Pete, is married and has four kids. My
younger brother, Dave works in finance and has a long-term
girlfriend. Christa and I are close with my family and visit them
in Tennessee for the holidays. My parents drive up to visit us
several times a year. Once a year, we accompany everyone
for a trip to Florida where we spend a week in the sun on
beach. My upbringing is a complement to Christa’s in a lot of
ways and together this will make us a strong parenting duo.

Christa’s sister Ana with her family

Fun cousins Mary and Wayne

The ladies – Mary, family friend Kim and Todd’s mother

Our sweet little cousins in Tennessee

Family Thanksgiving in Tennessee

Christa’s Dad and stepmother Karen

Christa’s Aunt Judy, Todd and Christa at dinner in Georgia
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with love,

christa + todd
@ why

adoption?

We have known for a while that we would need to start a
family in a non-traditional way because Christa is unable
to carry a child. We have several wonderful adopted
family members on both sides of our family which has
enriched us all. We are emotionally and financially ready
to undertake parenting and to share all of the love and
support we have to give. A child in our family would
be cared for by two thoughtful, committed and doting
parents: eager to live, love and learn alongside one
another.

